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Director’s message

There is never a dull moment in the
fight against corruption. Kenya AntiCorruption Commission (KACC) is
on the mind of many Kenyans and of
the world citizens as evidenced by the
media attention we get. We hope that
in these pages of the inaugural edition
of Spear of Integrity, the official
Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission
Quarterly Newsletter, you will get
a holistic picture of where we are in the fight against
corruption.
Through articles on partnerships with public bodies in
Kenya and the experiences of officers who have mingled in
trainings with representatives of anti-corruption agencies
across borders, we trust that Kenyans will get to appreciate
and to compare where Kenya is, and where other countries
are in the battle against corruption.
It is my hope that Spear of Integrity will generate
honest discussions and public debate on how to curb
the vice of corruption, and that this will further lead to
change in attitude and behaviour. Fighting corruption is
not a one-man war. We therefore encourage you to use
this forum to air your views on the same. It is an interactive
newsletter and we welcome you to send in contributions,
be it a poem, an article or your suggestions on how we
can do things better. We look forward to honest dialogue
with Kenyans and friends of Kenya.
One of the challenges that KACC faces, is that many
Kenyans are not clear on our mandate. For example, out of
the Corruption reports that we received last year, only 15%
fell within our mandate. We expect that the stories herein
will educate the public on our mandate, our achievements
and our challenges. We also hope it will also help you
as the reader, to judge our performance fairly from an
informed position, and choose the most appropriate way
for you to connect with the Commission. We invite you to
engage with us and together we shall free Kenya from the
shackles of corruption.
of the public. Any materials sent to KACC will be treated as unconditionally
assigned for publication and will be subject to KACC’s unrestricted right to
edit and publish. KACC reserves the right of this publication and no part can
be published in anyway without express permission from KACC.
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Fastening The Stable Before The Horse Bolts Out!
KACC is mandated by Law to examine the practices and
procedures of public bodies in order to facilitate the
discovery of corrupt practices and to secure the revision
of methods of work or procedures that, in the opinion of
the Commission, may be conducive to corrupt practices.
Some of the Institutions where KACC has conducted
examinations into the systems, policies, procedures
and practices include: Kenya Medical Supplies Agency
(KEMSA); Registration and Licensing of Motor Vehicles and
enforcement of traffic laws; Department of Immigration;
Teachers Service Commission; The Roads Sub-Sector; City
Council of Nairobi and Municipal Council of Mombasa.
Common problems identified during systems studies include
weak systems in most procurement departments; lack of
regular systems review by institutions; failure to follow
laid down policies, procedures and other Government
guidelines; misappropriation of public resources; taking
advantage of weak and outdated legislation to engage in
corruption; poor service delivery and apathy among staff.
KACC is empowered by law to secure implementation of
recommendations that in the opinion of the Commission
will reduce corrupt practices. This mandate enables the
Commission jointly with the institution to develop an
implementation plan which forms the basis for monitoring
and evaluation for both the organization and KACC. Anticorruption agencies the world over will testify, that even in
countries recording the lowest corruption incidences, it is

not that the citizens are moulded from superior clay, free
from temptations. It is the presence of strong, transparent
and simplified systems which act as a deterrent to corruption
as the chances of getting caught are very high.
The Directorate of Preventive Services conducts capacity
building and training workshops to help organizations
implement the recommendations. The Commission also
encourages private institutions to work closely with KACC.
From examinations conducted, the outcome has been
simplification of processes, enhanced accountability
and increased revenue collection in the City Council of
Nairobi and Municipal Council of Mombasa; Improved
accountability and transparency in the utilization of
collected revenue by the two Councils; Improved service
delivery with regard to passport issues at Immigration and
efficiency in drug supply at KEMSA. Enhanced accountability
in the road transport sector has seen increased revenue
collection by Kenya Revenue Authority.
At the launch of the examination exercise into the Pensions
Department of the Ministry of Finance held on March 27,
2007, the KACC Director quipped that ‘while the public
often bays for investigation and prosecution, these are not
necessarily the most effective ways of fighting corruption.’
He observed that ‘Prosecution is actually like bolting the
stable when the horse has already left. Investigation is
expensive and time consuming. It is in Prevention that the
answer to a corruption free country lies.’
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Telling it through drama
Drama Festivals are held each year. The medium of drama
aims at convincing the audience to see and appreciate
social values. The storylines make the audience reflect on
current concerns within the society and make informed
choices about their lives.
Having gone through the zonal,
district and the provincial
levels, the stage was alight
at the National Drama
Festival
at
Tumutumu
Girls High School, Nyeri
with electrifying dances,
narratives, choral verses
and plays by primary,
secondary
schools
and colleges. KACC
provided sponsorship
in terms of a perpetual
trophy for the anticorruption category at the
festival.
A workshop to sensitise the drama teachers, directors,
producers, script writers and choreographers was
conducted at Tom Mboya College in January 2007. This
encouraged production of more plays based on the anticorruption theme and also proper interpretation of the
messages in the performances. Anti-corruption, ethics and
integrity themes featured strongly at the Festival.
Corruption is a grave concern that requires concerted efforts
to redress. It is important for any educational system and
process to foster empowerment, responsibility and critical
thinking among learners, who should be encouraged to
become active participants in the learning
process, indeed, the management
of
the
institutional
framework.
While the audience continues to
talk about the performances
long after the drama is over,
the messages conveyed
leave an impact that propels
the audience towards the
desired change to positive
attitudes and behaviour.
The
Commission’s
Education Department,
believes
that
with
sensitisation through drama,
values will be instilled in future
leaders. The long term aim
is to enrol artists to become
change agents who will assist to
carry the anti-corruption crusade to every corner of Kenya.

The Business Keeper Monitoring System (BKMS)
is an internationally certified web based reporting
system that guarantees a completely secure mode
of reporting corruption. It enables dialogue to
take place while guaranteeing full anonymity to
the whistleblower. Do you have any corruption
report you would like to forward to KACC? Log
on to KACC website, http://www.kacc.go.ke,
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The Essence of Asset Recovery
Bwana Ukaidi was always problematic. It is no wonder
that he was now facing trial by the Council of Elders
for plundering the village’s maize reserves and selling
it to the neighbouring village. He had faced many trials
and always got away with a light slap on the wrist. The
worst punishment was being condemned to plough the
village’s communal land. But even then, he had bribed his
supervisors into doing the work for him.
Ukaidi was jolted back to the present by the chief’s

allowed to live a luxurious life financed by the proceeds
of his crimes. The proceeds must be taken away so that
corruption is not beneficial. This is what asset recovery
seeks to do.
The international community, in adopting the UN
Convention Against Corruption, has made the return of
assets obtained through corrupt activities its fundamental
principle. The Kenyan Parliament subsequently enacted
the Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act, No. 3 of
2003, and established the Kenya
Anti-Corruption Commission.
The Civil Litigation and Asset Recovery
(CL&AR) department is charged with
recovery of, or compensation for
public property lost or damaged
through corruption and economic
crime. The department works closely
with the Asset Tracing division, which
gathers evidence and determines
such loss or damage. In addition,
CL&AR represents the Commission
in civil suits or other proceedings
instituted against it.

announcement that the trial was now in session. Following
witness accounts of his misdeeds, the Elders delivered
their verdict. He was sentenced to ploughing, tilling and
harvesting the communal farm for three seasons. He
was also ordered to repay the equivalent of a full silo of
maize to be added to the village reserves. As the villagers
rejoiced, no one noticed that Bwana Ukaidi had collapsed
in shock after realizing the magnitude of his punishment.
Bwana Ukaidi’s troubles capture the essence of asset
recovery, also known as asset forfeiture or asset confiscation
or restitution of proceeds of crime. Previously, Bwana
Ukaidi could get away with light fines and sentences, and
since he was allowed to keep the proceeds of corruption,
he never felt the pinch. This time round, he was not only
going to pay the fines and serve his sentence, he was also
going to pay back what he had stolen. The village was
going to recover its stolen assets.
Asset recovery has long been accepted in many jurisdictions
as the most effective way to deter crime because it makes
crime expensive. It is not sufficient to imprison or fine a
corrupt person, if at the end of his jail term he will be
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The department has instituted over
100 suits in various courts seeking
the recovery of public funds totalling
over 121 million shillings; and over
40 suits for the recovery of public
land valued at over 1 billion shillings. During that period,
it obtained from the High Court orders preserving property
valued at over 1.2 billion shillings to enable completion
of investigation before recovery suits can be instituted.
Owners of such properties cannot sell or transfer them
without the consent of the High Court.
The CL&AR also works in liaison with international anticorruption agencies and firms, in tracing public funds
stolen and stashed abroad. This is achieved through
international co-operation in the form of Mutual Legal
Assistance, another fundamental principle recognized
under the UN Convention.

Quote
X

If you tell the truth, you don’t have to
remember anything
-Mark Twain-
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Highlights From the Quarterly Report
KACC is required by law to prepare a Quarterly Report
and forward it to the Attorney General. The report is also
published in the Kenya Gazette. The following are some
of the ongoing cases that KACC is pursuing in court. The
full list can be accessed through KACC website.
NAIROBI HIGH COURT MISC. APPLICATION NO.
54 OF 2006
DR. CHRIS MURUNGARU vs KACC & OTHERS
Dr Murungaru filed a constitutional reference seeking
inter alia, a declaration that by serving him with a notice
under sections 26, 27 and 28 of the Anti Corruption
and Economic Crimes Act 2003, KACC had violated his
constitutional rights against self incrimination and the
presumption of innocence. The Constitutional Court in
dismissing his Reference, held that the aforesaid sections
are permissible limitations to an individual’s constitutional
rights and freedoms, and did not violate Dr. Murungaru’s
constitutional rights as alleged. The decision of the
constitutional court is an important milestone for KACC
in that it has validated the powers vested upon it under
section 26, 27 and 28 of the Anti Corruption and
Economic Crimes Act which permit KACC to compel the
persons to whom the notices are issued to avail evidence
to it in the course of investigation.
NAIROBI HIGH COURT CIVIL CASE NO. 550 OF
2005
KACC VS DR. MARGARET GACHARA
This was the first suit filed by KACC seeking restitution of
public funds lost through corruption. The suit is founded
on the conviction of Dr. Gachara on criminal charges
for obtaining money fraudulently. KACC seeks restitution
of Kshs. 27,861,180.00. If successful, the suit will be
another milestone in the fight against corruption – by
recovery of property lost through corruption in addition
to enforcement of criminal sanctions. The suit is currently
pending trial.

NAIROBI HIGH COURT CIVIL CASE NO. 231 OF
2006
KACC VS ISABELLA VICKLY NZALAMBI
KACC is seeking recovery of a parcel of land known as L.R
No. 3734/261, Kileleshwa, Nairobi , which is the official
residence of the mayor of the city of Nairobi. The property
was fraudulently allocated to the Defendant, who is the
wife of Hon Katana Ngala the then Minister for Local
Government at the time of the fraudulent allocation. This
suit, together with related suits are pending trial.
ONGOING CRIMINAL CASES
CF 2789/03; CR 141/372/03 R VS BEN MUTUWETA
AND STANLEY CHEMNGOREM: KACC commenced
investigations pursuant to allegations that the National
Social Security Fund (NSSF) lost Kshs. 256,000,000
through irregular discounting of a Treasury Bill No. 1471
and a subsequent irregular deposit of proceeds with Euro
Bank. There was evidence that the former Managing Trustee
and his Deputy invested the said funds without authority
of the Board. The two, being the managing trustee and
deputy managing trustee respectively, were charged with
the offence of abuse of office contrary to section 101(1)
of the penal Code.
CR 3156/2003, R VS NATHANIEL TUM AND 9
OTHERS: KACC inquired into the irregular privatization
of Kenya Seed Company Ltd. (KSC). The Government
of Kenya had a controlling shareholding of Kenya Seed
Company through Agricultural Development Corporation
(ADC). Charges of abuse of office contrary to section
101(1) and 101(2) have been preferred against the
managing director and various Board members and
officers of Kenya Seed Co.
ACC 8/05, R VS SYLVESTER MWALIKO, JOSEPH
MBUI MAGARI, DAVID ONYONKA AND WILSON
SITONIK The accused have been charged for abuse of
office by irregularly awarding a contract for supply and
installation of new passport issuing system for Department
of Immigration to Anglo-Leasing and Finance Company
Ltd.
CR 338/2005, R VS ZAKAYO CHERUIYOT AND
JOHN AGILI: Investigations into allegations of irregular
award of a contract for supply and installation of Forensic
Science Laboratory for CID to Anglo Leasing and Finance
Ltd have culminated in the charging of the accused
persons for abuse of office.
continues on page 6.
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ACC 5/06; R VS EVANS MUKHOLWE AND J.
ACHOKI: The accused are the former Director and
Assistant Director respectively of Kenya Wildlife Service
(KWS). The case arose from allegations of irregularities
in the recruitment of rangers by KWS. Investigations have
established that the Director of KWS proceeded with the
recruitment of 952 rangers without the requisite authority
from the Treasury and the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife
Service. The illegal recruitment far exceeded the number of
rangers that had been stipulated by the Board of Trustees,
i.e. two hundred. The Assistant Director (Security) on the
other hand participated in issuing the Permanent Secretary
in the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife Service with ten
blank recruitment cards to give to people of her choice.
The former Director of KWS has been charged with
two counts of economic crime contrary to section 45(2) (b)
of the Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act, abuse
of office contrary to section 46 of the Anti-Corruption and
Economic Crimes Act and deceiving principal contrary
to section 41(1) of the Anti-Corruption and Economic
Crimes Act while the Assistant Director (Security) has
been be charged with abuse of office contrary to section
46 of the Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act.

MOMBASA ACC 4/2006, HON. TOLA KOFA AND
TWO OTHERS: The case arises from an allegation that
the M.P for Galole Constituency, his Personal Assistant
and Constituency Committee Development members had
colluded with unscrupulous traders to misappropriate CDF
funds. Investigations established that the CDF Act and the
Government Procurement Regulations were not followed
when disbursing funds. The accused have consequently
been charged for abuse of office.
Anti-Corruption Criminal Case No. 5 of 2002:
R –VS- LIVINGSTONE MAINA NGARE
The accused person is a former project Engineer with the
Kenya Urban Transport Infrastructure Project (KUTIP) and
he is charged with two counts of the offence of obtaining
an advantage without consideration contrary to section 6
of the Prevention of Corruption Act, Cap 65 of the Laws of
Kenya (now repealed). He received the said advantages,
amounting to about Ksh. 8 million shillings from one
Gautam Sengupta, a former senior World Bank official.
The case is part heard and comes up for further hearing
on the 30th August 2007.

PROMOTING INVESTIGATIVE SYNERGY
The importance of building strong working teams cannot
be overstated. History consistently shows that much can be
achieved when human beings put aside their differences
and
work
t o w a r d s
achieving
c o m m o n
goals.
As
the
Greek
philosopher,
Socrates,
a p t l y
observed, “A
man wrapped
up in himself
makes a very small bundle”. Humans must therefore
identify causes bigger than their own selfishness and aim
to achieve lofty, even impossible accomplishments.
Drawing a parallel, investigation is no doubt a difficult
and thankless job, surrounded by secrecy, a situation that
can easily lead to mistrust even among colleagues. Team
building is an attempt to let officers focus on their need
for each other and thus tap into the talent and energy
available in the Commission.
Investigation & Asset Tracing (IAT) is one of the four
Directorates of the Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission.
It is legally mandated to conduct investigations into any
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corrupt conduct or activity, and assist in identifying and
thus tracing corruptly acquired assets. The enormity of
the task requires coordination, group-work and synergy
among its officers.
It is in the light of this need that the Directorate sponsored
its officers to a team-building exercise at Marmanet,
Laikipia district. The activity brought together Intelligence
Production and Special Operations departments, to
promote harmony and cooperation, a benefit that would
spill over to the entire investigative process.
The atmosphere
was
designed
to
integrate
competitive
spirit with fun
and friendly
socializing
– quite a
challenge.
There was no
rank
when
participating in
the challenges,
thus promoting
the idea of
camaraderie.
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De-briefing involved group members providing critiques
of their strategies and identifying areas of much-needed
improvement in working relations. Members left having
re-learnt communication, more about each other and
identified areas of mutual cooperation in the course of
duty.
The tired group of IAT officers departed from Marmanet,
having understood the importance of enhanced group

work, invaluable friendships formed and a renewed
determination to fight the cancer of corruption in Kenya.
An important lesson learnt is that even though a task may
look impossible at first, perseverance often wins at the
end. Fighting corruption, like the rugged terrain, involves
navigating through challenging and perilous situations, but
this should only increase one’s level of focus. Exhaustion is
not tantamount to quitting and our guiding light should be
a Kenya free of corruption.

A DAY IN A REPORT CENTRE OFFICER’S LIFE
Sometimes work at KACC seems endless, full of criticism
from many, but there is also no end to the human traffic
that either punctuates your day with laughter or simply
provides food for thought.
Paul (not his real
name) walked into
the Commission,
dressed in an
elegant
brown
designer shirt. A
bright smile, neat,
short, hair, with a
well kept goatee
complementing
his moustache. A warm, firm handshake completed the
rest of his impressive mien.
Paul was filing a report that, in 1986, while working for
an airline, he met this lady, Suzie, at the lobby of the Jomo
Kenyatta International Airport. She was standing beside a
clearing counter, a leather suitcase in hand. Thinking she
was stranded, Paul walked up to her to ask if he could
help. She smiled shyly and thanked him for his kindness.
He didn’t know what to do, so he just grinned back – he
recalls it, while chuckling, ‘the moment when Suzie caused
a temporary crisis in my vocabulary’. He then turned to
walk away suddenly she asked for his name. The rest, as
they say, is history, as the two exchanged contacts. He
was later to realize he was yet another statistic in the love
bug’s bag.
Six months down, Paul asked Suzie to marry him. A
colorful wedding was held and marital bliss beckoned.
The honeymoon period seemed to last forever.
Paul first noticed three months into the marriage, that
Suzie would leave their bed and make phone calls in
hushed voices. The duration of calls got longer and later
she developed the habit of sneaking out at night citing
emergencies.
Two years later Paul came home one afternoon, to find a
‘For Sale’ sign outside their house, whose mortgage he
had only recently finished paying up. Upon calling Suzie’s

cell phone number, alas! ‘Mteja hapatikani kwa sasa’
later to change to ‘The number you’ve dialed is no
longer in service’. What was going on? When he reported
to the Police it was discovered that Suzie was a wanted
criminal. She was on the run for crimes that included
forgery and credit card theft. Paul’s world crumbled! All
subsequent attempts to locate his belongings and Suzie
proved unsuccessful. Paul had to begin life from scratch.
It was an unfortunate occurrence; the corruption of the
human soul, but could KACC take this up as a corruption
case, under the Laws of Kenya? One can only sympathize.
Paul arose from his seat, stretched out his hand and
thanked the reporting officer for listening.

Other types of cases received are like where a gentleman
wanted KACC to sue a seed supplier for selling him
defective seeds! Apparently, the seeds the man had bought
refused to grow compared to those of his neighbours,
amounting to corruption!
Another person wanted the Commission to arrest his
local Chief for stealing his wife. His wife was so smitten
by the Chief’s charm that she had refused to return to her
matrimonial home and was both rude and violent towards
the helpless fellow. Since he is never at home due to work
related duties.
Just one more day at the Report Centre. Sifting through
numerous stories of love, land and life, to see which ones
fall within the Commission’s mandate.
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HOPEFULLY
Letters to the Editor
Stimulating Discussion

On behalf of Kenya Institute of Administration, I extend my
heartfelt thanks for the presentation made by your officers
on Corporate Governance in March 2006 during the
Strategy Review Seminar for KIA Council Members. The
delivery was superb, the discussion stimulating and a lot of
learning took place. This interaction did open new levels of
collaboration between your office and the Institute. We look
forward to working together on many issues.
Dr. Margaret Kobia
Director

SACCOS Root for Anti-Corruption

Thank you Justice Aaron Ringera for attendance and
enormous contributions in giving the SACCO fraternity your
perspective on ‘Corruption, its prevention and Integrity’
during the Bi-Annual SACCO Leaders Conference held
in May 2006 at KCCT, and look forward to continued
partnership and collaboration.
Edward Mudibo
Managing Director

Slay the Dragons

The unfortunate fact is that the message that comes through
to a regular guy like me is that the Commission is always
in a defensive position. Defending what it has done or not
done; defending what it anticipates to do or not to do. We
do not care. We want dragons slain.

Our country was stinking
Our economy was ruined
Our roads impassable
Our hospitals pathetic
Hopefully, we are changing Kenya
We could not maintain & retain our expertise
We could not devote and dedicate our services
We could not motivate and supervise wisely
Hopefully, we are changing Kenya
When we educate the mass on the dangers of corruption
When we are honest and uphold integrity
When we prosecute and punish those guilty of corruption
Hopefully, we are changing Kenya
If we can make better use of our resources
If we can consult when making delicate decisions
If we can put our differences apart
Hopefully, we are changing Kenya
When medical care is cheap, almost free
When primary education is free
When security force is friendly
Hopefully, we are changing Kenya

Asha Hamisi

March 2007
Charles Mwalimu

You Care

Send all correspondence to :

Hello. I lodged a complaint with the Commission regarding
a discriminative teacher recruitment exercise. I must say I
was really happy when I received a letter from the KACC
informing me that my case was being looked into. I am
writing this as an appreciation of the fight against corruption
that KACC is determined to win even at the lowest levels.
Keep up the good work and God will definitely reward you.
Thank you very much.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

The Editor, Spear of Integrity
P.O. Box 61130-00200
NAIROBI - KENYA
Tel. (254) 020-2717318, 310722
Fax. (254) 020-2719757
Email: spear@integrity.go.ke
Website: www.kacc.go.ke

Concerned Teacher – October 2006
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